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Abstract: Centrality plays a crucial role as agencies at the federal and state level focus on expanding the public transit system to 
meet the demands of a multimodal transportation system. Transit agencies have a need to explore mechanisms to improve 
connectivity by improving transit service. This requires a systemic approach to develop measures that can prioritize the 
allocation of funding to locations that provide greater connectivity, or in some cases direct funding towards underperforming 
areas. The concept of centrality is well documented in social network literature and to some extent, transportation engineering 
literature. However, centrality measures have limited capability to analyze multi-modal public transportation systems which are 
much more complex in nature than highway networks. In my study area, we propose measures to determine Network centrality 
from a QGIS SOFTWARE which is based on graph theoretic approach for all levels of transit service coverage integrating 
routes, schedules, socioeconomic, demographic and spatial activity patterns. The objective of using Network centrality as an 
indicator is to quantify and evaluate transit service in terms of prioritizing transit locations for funding; providing service 
delivery strategies, especially for areas with large multi-jurisdictional, multi-modal transit networks; providing an indicator of 
multi-level transit capacity for planning purposes; assessing the effectiveness and efficiency for node/stop prioritization; and 
making a user friendly tool to determine locations with highest connectivity while choosing transit as a mode of travel. The 
proposed analysis offers reliable indicators that can be used as tools for determining the transit connectivity of a multimodal 
transportation network. 
Keyword: Network centrality, multimodal transit network, public transportation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Transit networks consist of nodes and lines to represent their layout. The nodes are called stops and the lines are called links or route 
segments. Links in a multimodal transit network have different characteristics from those in a road network. While link in a road 
network is a physical segment that connects one node to another, link of a multi-modal transit network is part of transit line that 
serves a sequence of transit stops (nodes). Since a stop can be served by different transit lines, multiple transit links may exist 
between nodes in a multi-modal transit network. But in the case of a highway network only one link exists between two nodes. . 
Headway, frequency, speed, and capacity are critical terms that define the characteristics of a route for a transit link. Similarly, 
transit nodes are composed of a different set of characteristics than highway nodes. The nodes and links of the transit system are 
synonymous with the analysis of connectivity in graph theory (Harary, 1971).  The structure of the public transit network is critical 
in determining performance, coverage, and service of the network. Network centrality can be used as a measure to study the 
performance of the transit system which will assist decision makers in prioritizing transit investment and deciding which stops/zone 
need immediate attention in regard to operation and maintenance (Hadas and Ceder, 2010). In this context, centrality is one of the 
index measures that can be used to quantify and evaluate transit performance (Borgatti, 2005). Measures of transit connectivity can 
be used for a number of purposes. First, in a public or quasi-public agency, connectivity can be used as a measure in public spending 
to quantify transit stop and route performance and to evaluate the overall system performance. Second, in a rural or suburban area 
where exact information on transit ridership, boardings, and alightings are not available (which are generally obtained from a 
comprehensive and well-designed transit assignment in a travel demand model or from an advanced transit system where smart 
cards are used to keep track of revenues) to obtain a measure of performance for developing service delivery strategies.  
Third, to serve as a performance measure in a large scale urban multi-modal transit network containing local buses, express buses, 
metro, local light rail, regional light rail, bus rapid transit, and other transit services which serve both urban and rural areas, where 
transit services are provided by different public and private agencies with little coordination . Fourth, to provide an assessment of 
effectiveness and efficiency of a transit system with quantifiable measures that can be used to prioritize the nodes/zone in a transit 
system, particularly in terms of emergency evacuation. Fifth, to assist transit agencies with the development of a set of tools for the 
potential transit users to assess the level and quality of transit service at their place of residence or work. 
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This paper proposes a unique approach to measuring transit connectivity, particularly for applications where the use of transit 
assignment models or ridership tracking tools is not available. This method incorporates a Network centrality and distance to nearest 
hub based on (QGIS ) to determine the performance of large-scale multimodal transit networks to quantify the measures of 
connectivity of node/zone. This is achieved through an assessment of centrality that incorporates unique qualities of each node in 
the network and measures of accessibility. 
Network centrality is a performance indicator in this paper, the tools v.net. centrality in QGIS are used to find centrality indexes 
which is the combination of four indexes degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweeness centrality and eigen vector centrality  
and distance to nearest hub tools  are used to find the node/zone connectivity of Delhi. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Centrality measures are well studied in the literature. However, their application to public transit is rare. Table 1 represents a 
summary of connectivity index measures (or derivatives thereof) found in the literature. The first measure in Table 1 is degree of 
centrality. The total number of direct connections a node has to other system nodes is defined as the degree centrality. Eq. (1) 
suggest that the degree of centrality of a node Dc(n) in a larger network ‘‘N’’ is the sum of the number of links originated from ‘‘p’’ 
number of nodes crosses through node ‘‘n’’ (ẟnp), where p represents all nodes except n (i.e. p e (N  n)). This measure is then 
normalized by dividing by the total number of system nodes N minus 1. Eq. (2) represents a conditional statement to support the 
degree centrality, where ẟnp represents a binary indicator variable which takes the value 1, if node ‘‘p’’ is incident upon node ‘‘n’’, 
and 0 otherwise. Degree centrality is the most widely used measure of connectivity in the literature which ranges from 
transportation to computer science to epidemiology (Martínez et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2005; Bell et al., 1999; Junker et al., 2006; 
Guimerà et al., 2005). 
The degree centrality Dc(n) simply counts the number of direct connections a node has to other nodes in the network, but does not 
account for the quality of the connection or indirect accessibility to other nodes. Eigenvector centrality acknowledges that not all 
connections are equal. It assigns relative ‘scores’ to all nodes in the network based on the principle that connections to high-scoring 
nodes contribute more to the score of the node in question than equal connections to low-scoring nodes. The eigenvector centrality 
De(n) of node n, in the network N (n,l), is defined in Eq. (3), which is the multiplication of degree centrality to ẟnp, and scaled by the 
eigenvalue k. Degree centrality (Dc(n)) is the eigenvector in Eq. (3). The eigenvector centrality succeeded the development of 
degree centrality and is used for a number of studies. 
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As defined by Freeman (1978), a node’s closeness centrality is the sum of graph-theoretic distances from all other nodes, where the 
distance from a node to another is defined as the length (in links) of the shortest path from one to the other. Eq. (4) shows the 
formulation for closeness centrality. Nodes with low closeness scores have short distances from others, and will tend to be more 
accessible. In topology and related areas in mathematics, closeness is one of the basic concepts in a topological space. 
Betweenness centrality is defined as the share of times that a node n1 needs a node n (whose centrality is being measured) in order 
to reach a node n2 via the shortest path. Eq. (5) shows the formulation for betweenness centrality. Alternatively, betweenness 
centrality basically counts the number of geodesic paths that pass through a node n. The denominator exists to address the case 
where there are multiple geodesics between n1 and n2, and node n is only along some of them. Hence, betweenness is essentially n’s 
share of all paths between pairs that utilize node n—the exclusivity of n’s position. 
Previous node indexes did not take into account transit characteristics. Park and Kang (2011) introduced the transit characteristics 
into the node centrality measures and proposed the connectivity index as a true measure of a transit node. The connectivity index of 
a node can be defined as the sum of connecting powers1 of all lines crossing through a node n. The connectivity index is shown in 
Eq. (6). The total connecting power of a node is the multiple of connecting power of a line at node n (Pt

l,n). The conditional value of 
presence of a line is represented by a binary indicator variable (µl,n), which takes the value 1 if line l contributes to the connectivity 
at node n, and 0 otherwise. The characteristics of a link contain the performance of a series of nodes in that link. A link is a part of 
the transit route, which in turn is a function of the speed, distance, frequency, headway, capacity, acceleration, deceleration, and 
other factors. Since a route will contain both in-bound and out-bound, the line performance will in part depend upon the 
directionality of the transit route, that is, whether the line is circular or bidirectional. 
The total connecting power of line l at node n is the average of outbound and inbound connecting power and can be defined as- 
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here Cl is the average vehicle capacity of line l, Fl is the frequency on line l (60 is divided by Fl to determine the number of 
operation per hour), H is the daily hours of operation of line l, Vl is the speed of line l, and Do

l,n is the distance of line l from node n 
to the destination. The parameter α is the scaling factor coefficient for capacity which is the reciprocal of the average capacity of the 
system multiplied by the average number of daily operations of each line, β is the scaling factor coefficient for speed represented by 
the reciprocal of the average speed on each line, and ɤ is the scaling factor coefficient for distance which is the reciprocal of the 
average network route distance. Similarly, the inbound connecting power of line l can be defined as- 

               6.3 
Where, Pi

l,n is the inbound connecting power of line l at node n. While the outbound connecting power of a transit line at a certain 
transit stop represents connectivity from the stop to the downstream stops of the transit line, the inbound connecting power measures 
connectivity from the upstream stops of the transit line to the stop under consideration. Analyzing connectivity of transfer centers is 
critical to exploring the performance of a combination of several transit stops through which passengers change their mode of 
transportation. Level of service is one of the critical measures that determine the performance of the transfer center. Eq. (7) 
represents the connectivity index of a transfer center. Where ρn1,n is the passenger acceptance rate and is defined as 

                                                                                                                    
7.1 
Where, a and b are the parameters of passenger acceptance rate, and tn1,n is the transfer time to travel from node n1 to n. The 
parameters for a and b are assumed from Kim and Kwon (2005) and estimated based on model estimation which found that walk 
time provided an R-square value of .9846; that is, walk time alone explained 98.46 percent of the passenger transfer acceptance 
rates. 
 Similarly, the connectivity index of a region (Eq. (8)) can be defined as the sum of connectivity indexes of all nodes and scaled by 
the density measure, where ρR is a density measure of region R. The density could be a measure in population, employment, and 
household in the region. The line connecting power and connectivity indexes are shown in Eqs. (9) and (10). 
  S. Mishra et al [2012] ,  we propose measures to determine connectivity from a graph theoretical approach for all levels of transit 
service coverage integrating routes, schedules, socioeconomic, demographic and spatial activity patterns. The objective of using 
connectivity as an indicator is to quantify and evaluate transit service in terms of prioritizing transit locations for funding; providing 
service delivery strategies, especially for areas with large multi-jurisdictional, multi-modal transit networks; providing an indicator 
of multi-level transit capacity for planning purposes; assessing the effectiveness and efficiency for node/stop prioritization; and 
making a user friendly tool to determine locations with highest connectivity while choosing transit as a mode of travel. 
S. Mishra et al [2015], Agencies at the federal, state and local level are aiming to enhance the public transportation system (PTS) as 
one alternative to alleviate congestion and to cater to the needs of captive riders. To effectively act as a viable alternative 
transportation mode, the system must be highly efficient. 
Sarker, A. A., Welch, T. F., Golias, M. M., & Kumar, A. [2017], This research develops and recommends an advanced and practical 
method to better evaluate and improve the equity and accessibility of public transit for people. In such sense, the transit gap index 
(TGI) is developed by taking demographic features, spatial and temporal transit service characteristics into consideration. A case 
study in the City of Charlotte is conducted and the associating comprehensive gap analysis based on the proposed methodology is 
provided. This research also develops guidelines and recommends best practices for the use of GTFS data as a main data source to 
better understand and assess public transit equity and accessibility for public transportation planning an operation. 
 H Liu and Y Tong [2020], Transportation recommendation is one important map service in navigation applications. Previous 
transportation recommendation solutions fail to deliver satisfactory user experience because their recommendations only consider 
routes in one transportation mode (uni-modal, e.g., taxi, bus, cycle) and largely overlook situational context. 
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III. OBJECTIVES 
Objectives of the present studies are- 

1) To investigate Network centrality based on graph centric approach for all levels of transit service coverage integrating routes, 
schedules, socio-economic, demographic and spatial activity patterns. 

2) To compute connectivity indicators to represent the potential ability of a bus and metro transit system to serve residents in 
National Capital Territory (NCT), Delhi. 

3) To identify the Zones/regions having the lesser transit connectivity as quantified using connectivity indications. 
 
Measuring transit system performance and the level of service at many different levels is vital to funding decisions (Dajani and 
Gilbert, 1978). Agencies with the objective to improve the transit system using external funds must make the case that the project 
will be a worthwhile improvement to the system. At the same time, agencies interested in investigating the potential effect of 
removing a stop, group of stops or transit line from service must know the potential effect it will have on the performance of the 
system. In the absence of complex transportation demand models, this information is nearly impossible to obtain (Baughan et al., 
2009). A methodology that reduces the need for large amounts of data, yet provides important information on system performance is 
critical to the decision making process. Transit planning agencies may also be interested in applying such an index to determine the 
best use of land surrounding well connected transit nodes. Beyond Transit Oriented Development (TOD) style plans, the 
connectivity index provides a way for planners to measure passenger acceptance rates and accessibility for a single node based on 
its access within an entire multi-modal regional transportation network. 
 The objectives of this paper are several fold, with the overall goal of providing a strong measure of system performance with the 
lowest possible data requirements. This paper will first seek to construct a list of node and link based commonly encountered flow 
processes and define them in terms of a few underlying characteristics; second, to determine and propose the best suited measures in 
terms of transit connectivity; third, to examine these measures by running simulations of flow processes and comparing the results 
in a real world case study; and fourth, to suggest the best practices which can be adopted for decision making. All the 
aforementioned problems require the development of a tool to quantify connectivity of a public transportation system. The proposed 
methodology is presented in the next section- 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology presented in this paper is based on network centrality and distance to nearest hub tools in QGIS, which 
determined the connectivity of study area zone. The method describe below in details are- 

A. Network Centrality 
Network centrality is a parameter which I used for the investigation of connectivity of multimodal transit network. Network 
centrality defined the centrality of network which is based on the GRAPH THEORY. In graph theory the relationship is analyzed 
through topology which is concerned with the position and relationship between points and lines and areas. When graph theory is 
applied, the transport network may be visualized as a set of vertices (intersections, cities, towns, terminals, etc) which are connected 
by a set of links called edges (roads and railroads). 

Network centrality is defined as centrality index which are discussed below- 

 Degree Centrality: Degree centrality is defined as the direct connection of node/stop. if a node is connected to 4 node then their 
degree of node is 4. The node which has more degree centrality is a hub center for a network. 

 Betweeness Centrality: It is basically the number of shortest path passes through the node. The node which has more 
betweeness centrality means from that node maximum no of shortest path passes from one node to other node. 

 Closeness Centrality: Closeness centrality basically define the closeness of node to the other node in the network, and also 
closeness to the hub center. 

 Eigen Vector Centrality: It defined the node which are more connected to the nearest important center. More the eigen vector 
centrality more is the node connection from hub center.  
 

The above four centrality indexes discuss is based on graph theory which is calculated by QGIS, which discussed in details below- 
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1) V.net.centrality: The Tools which are used for determining the centrality index is v.net. centrality ,which are the processing 
tool in QGIS shown below in figure4.1 v.net.centrality tool are used to compute degree,  betweeness, closeness and eigen vector 
centrality measure in the network. 

 
                                                                 Figure 4.1 v.net.centrality processing tool  [QGIS] 

B.  Distance to Nearest Hub 
Distance to nearest hub is a processing tool in QGIS to compute the distance of nearest hub for each stops/line in the network. In 
this paper hub is transfer point/center .transfer center is the center which transfer the traffic from origin to destination. Example – 
Delhi metro behave as a transfer point which transfer the traffic from origin to destination shown below in figure4.2- 

 
Figure 4.2 Transfer point between origin and destination 

In the above figure4.2 origin is DTC bus and metro is transfer point which transfer the traffic from origin to destination in this paper 
calculate the distance of nearest transfer point from DTC bus network for each zone of Delhi, which gives the connectivity of bus 
and metro network in each zone of Delhi. 
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                                                                     Figure4.3 Distance to nearest hub processing tool (QGIS) 

In the above figure4.3 distance to nearest hub processing tool are used to find nearest hub from origin to reach the destination. 
In this paper two tools are used first is network centrality and second is distance to nearest hub in QGIS which are combined 
together to find the zonal connectivity of network.  

V. CASE STUDY 
The proposed methodology is  applied to the multimodal transit network of NCT Delhi. In this study the connectivity of Delhi is 
divided in to zone-wise  means zonal connectivity of Delhi. The zone wise classification of Delhi is shown below- 

 
Figure5.1 Zonal classification map view of Delhi 
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Delhi is classified in to several zone which are given below- 
 New Delhi Zone 
 Central zone  
 North zone  
 North west zone 
 West zone 
 South west zone  
 South zone 
 South east zone 
 East zone 
 North zone 

 We select the DTC stops/line from each zone which has highest centrality index and compare these data from each zone and also 
compare the distance to nearest hub (Transfer center) from these selected bus stops and finally we find the connectivity of each zone 
of Delhi on the basis of centrality indexes and nearest distances from hub. 

A.  DTC Bus Network  
The Delhi Bus data is made public according to GTFS. GTFS defines common format for public transportation schedules and 
associated geographic information. 

1) Static Data 
The static timetable of Delhi Buses can be accessed using the following files: 
a) agency.txt 
b) calendar.txt 
c) stops.txt 
d) routes.txt 
e) trips.txt 
f) stop_times.txt 

Dynamic/real time data-It can be access through GOOGLE API KEY 

 
Figure5.2 DTC STOPS AND ROUTE NETWORK DATA SET[QGIS] 

In the above figure5.2 the Digitized dataset of DTC bus stop and DTC bus route details are shown which can be extracted from 
GTFS data by using plugins GTFS IMPORT/GTFS LOADER. 
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B.  Delhi Metro Network 
1) Delhi metro data is a static data which is available in DMRC official site 
2)  Delhi metro behave as a Transfer center which transfer the traffic from origin to destination. 
3)  Delhi metro is divided in three operational phase 
        -operational phase 1(65.11km) 
        -operational phase 2(124.93) 
        -operational phase 3(165.23) 
 Delhi metro behave as a transfer center which transfer the traffic from origin to destination. In this paper origin is DTC bus stops 
and Delhi metro is transfer center. The distance to nearest hub is calculated for bus stops in each zone and here hub is transfer 
center. 

 
Figure5.3 Delhi metro Route operational phase line[QGIS] 

VI.  RESULTS 
The results reported in this section are based on the methodology which are discussed above in details for the NCT Delhi 
multimodal transit network. In this paper two tools are used in QGIS to achieve objectives of this paper these two tools are used for 
the development of zonal connectivity of Delhi. 

 
Figure6.1 v.net.centrality processing tool for DTC bus centrality(QGIS) 
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Figure6.2 Distance to nearest hub, source point layer and destination hub layer(QGIS) 

In the above figure 6.1 v.net.centrality tool are used to compute the DTC bus network centrality in four index (degree, closeness, 
betweeness and eigen vector) which are shown in four column of attribute table6.1 below- 
In  the above figure6.2 distance to nearest hub is used to compute the distance of source point layer i.e DTC Bus to destination hub 
layer i.e transfer point(Delhi metro).which are shown in attribute table 6.2 below- 

 
Table6.1 Network centrality attribute table 
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Table6.2 Distance to nearest hub attribute table 

In this paper select the DTC stops/line from each zone which has highest centrality index and compare these data from each zone 
and also compare the distance to nearest hub (Transfer center) from these selected bus stops and finally we find the connectivity of 
each zone of Delhi on the basis of centrality indexes and nearest distances from hub. 
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The zone wise centrality indexes and distance to nearest hub are shown below- 
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The above table shown the centrality index and nearest distance to hub station for each zone of Delhi. we analysis the each zone on 
the basis of centrality and nearest distance from hub and conclude the connectivity of each zone and defined which zone of Delhi is 
most connected and least connected and to decide the transit agencies to priorities the funding which is least connectivity. 

The analysis of results are done on the basis of centrality and hub distance which are discussed below- 
 Degree centrality defined the hub center in the network which is directly connected to the more number of  nodes, if node has 

more degree centrality means more number of node connected. 
 Closeness  centrality defined the closeness of node in the hub center of network 
 Betweeness centrality defined the number of shortest path passes from that node between two node of the network. The node 

which has higher betweeness centrality means more number of shortest path passes from that node. 
 Eigen vector centrality defined the nearest neighbor node connectivity means their neighbor node are more connected means 

traffic flow from that node is good 
 Distance to nearest hub defined the nearest possibility of transfer center to the DTC bus stops if it is less means transfer point is 

easily accessible from that DTC stops means traffic flow from that node is good. 

The zone which has high group centrality and less nearest distance from hub is higher connectivity and easily accessible. 

VII. CONCLUSSION 
The objective of this research is to develop the centrality index to define the connectivity of multimodal transit network of Delhi. 
The centrality index is defined for the node connectivity in the network i.e DTC bus and transfer point which is Delhi metro. 

The important conclusions drawn from the study can be summarized as follows 
 
A. The centrality index is a parameter which define the node connectivity of network. 
B. Distance to nearest hub is a processing tool which determined the connectivity between origin and destination pair of network. 
C. Network centrality index for New Delhi and central zone of Delhi are high and the distance from the transfer center (Delhi 

metro) of each bus stop is very less it means the flow of traffic is good between these zone of Delhi from bus stop to transfer 
center. 

D. Network centrality index for north and North West zone of Delhi is low and the distance from transfer center is high so the 
traffic flow is poor between transfer centers. 

On the basis of zonal centrality we determine the zonal connectivity and hence we priorities our funding according to it. The future 
extended research is the  advancement of connectivity index which also consider the quality of node and link and several factor 
while calculating index such as speed, frequency, traffic volume and many important route parameter while calculating index which 
result more advancement parameter for investigation of multimodal transportation network. 
The major contributions of the paper include (1) extending the graph theoretic approach to determine the performance of the 
multimodal transit network; (2) quantifying the measures of connectivity at the node, line, transfer center, and zonal level; (3) 
applying the methodology to demonstrate the proposed approach in a simplified example problem; (4) examining the transit network 
performance of NCT Delhi region; (5) providing a comprehensive framework for analyzing connectivity, and efficiency of transit 
networks for agencies that do not have access to well-developed travel demand and transit assignment models, and (6) integrating 
the complete methodology in a GIS user interface to enhance visualization, and interpretation of the results. Further this study can 
be extended to analyze changes in the performance measure with changes to the transit network as a sensitivity analysis; 
incorporating other attributes to the current formulation, and extending the proposed research for prioritizing locations in the case of 
transit emergency evacuation. 
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